Healey International Relief Foundation News: November 2015
Report From Sierra Leone
Sierra Leone has been declared Ebola free -- Charles tells what it
was like on the ground and what this means for his country.
Click here to read Charles full Report From Sierra Leone.

Sierra Leone declared Ebola free -- Healey IRF efforts in review
Sierra Leone recorded its first case of Ebola in May 2014. Now 18 months later Sierra
Leone has been declared Ebola free. The Healey Ebola Lifesaver Project - H.E.L.P. -trained 150 community leaders and set up hand washing stations in Newton, Kissy Town,
Lumpa, Waterloo, Rokel, Hastings, Grafton, Jui, Allen Town, Lakka and Goodrich
communities. Medical supplies and food were also delivered by Healey IRF. Efforts now
turn to strengthening the healthcare infrastructure in Sierra Leone and Healey IRF will be
opening new clinics to provide healthcare to the most vulnerable.
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Healey IRF donated toys to orphaned children brings smiles to many
faces
Thousands of children have been left orphaned by the Ebola crisis. In addition to providing
medical and educational support, Healey IRF brings toys to the children -- their smiles
speak for themselves!

With the holidays coming, can you help provide support to these children? If you can
please visit our Amazon Gift Registry select a gift and bring joy and smiles to their faces.

Healey IRF -- Profiled in My Charity Map
Healey IRF has been recognized by My Charity Map for its work in Sierra Leone. This
article provides great details of our past work but also lays out Healey IRF plans for the
future. Also, thinking of a vacation? Now Ebola free -- Think about Sierra Leone! Beautiful
beaches await!!
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